
Landlord Information & Associated Costs 

 

We provide a bespoke service that can be tailored to your specific needs. 

We offer three main service packages: 

Tenant Find Service (TFC): For landlords who want a comprehensive marketing and letting service, but who want to 

manage their own property going forward. 

Rent Collection (RC): For landlords who want a comprehensive marketing and letting service, but who want to retain 

the hands-on management of their property with the benefit of a rent collection. 

Full Management (FM): For landlords who want a full marketing, letting and management service for their     

property or property portfolio. 

Use the table below to identify and select the asset management service that is most appropriate to your needs. 

 

MANGEMENT SERVICES TFS RC FM 

Initial property visit and appraisal with one of our Lettings Managers (without obligation)       

Detailed advice on the preparation of your property for let and the legal requirements       

Comprehensive marketing material with high quality images and property write up       

Detailed listing on our own website and all major property portals       

Notification immediately sent out to our database of prospective tenants       

Accompanied viewings carried out by a member of the team 6 days a week and out of hours       

Strict tenant vetting and selection process       

Comprehensive referencing of all prospective tenants including a detailed credit reference       

Negotiation of all tenancy agreement terms on your behalf       

Use of Howes Estates comprehensive and constantly updated tenancy agreements       

Service of the mandatory tenancy information pack and all associated documentation       

Collection of the deposit funds and placement in an approved tenancy deposit scheme       

Production of inventory       

Highly effective rent collection with robust credit control procedures        

Monthly remittance of rental income to your account by direct transfer       

Detailed monthly statement showing income and expenditure       

Effective negotiation and administration of annual rent increases       

Service of section notices in order to obtain possession where necessary       

Negotiation and administration of tenancy renewals where required       

 



On-going expert advice       

Arrangement of any safety testing required       

Administration and payment of invoices from rental funds on your behalf       

Proactive property maintenance and efficient management of all repairs where required       

Access to our pre-approved network of efficient and trusted contractors       

Vacant property management where required between tenancies       

Regular property inspections with detailed reports and accompanying images if required       

Out of hour emergency cover for you and your tenants piece of mind       

Detailed final inventory inspection and check out report at the end of each tenancy       

Negotiation of deposit deductions and deposit scheme administration       

Utility and council tax notifications and administration of each change in liability       

 

Service Costings 

Tenant find Service  £500 including VAT 

    £150 including VAT for inventory up to 2 Bed 

    £200 including VAT for inventory 3-4 Bed 

    £250 including VAT for inventory 5+ Bed 

 

Rent Collection  £250 including VAT for initial set up 

    £150 including VAT for inventory up to 2 Bed 

    £200 including VAT for inventory 3-4 Bed 

    £250 including VAT for inventory 5+ Bed 

£30 including VAT Monthly fee 

    £195 including VAT for re-let advertising 

 

Fully Managed   £250 including VAT for initial set up 

    £8.2% including VAT monthly fee 

    £195 including VAT for re-let advertising 

    Inventories are included in this package at no extra cost 
 


